
REVISION FOR THE SECOND TERM TEST – GRADE 10 

THEORY 

- Listening: Topic of Unit 6,7,8,9,10 

- Writing: Topic of unit 6,7,8,9,10 

- Reading: Topic of unit 6,7,8,9,10 

- Grammar: 

+ Perfect gerunds and perfect participles 

+ The perfect and the perfect continous 

+ Participle and to-infinitive 

+ Question tags 

+ Conditional  sentences type 0 

+ Reported speech with conditionals  

+ Reported speech with to-infinitives and gerunds 

- Vocabulary: Unit 6,7,8,9,10 

SPEAKING TOPICS 

1. Self-introduction 

The teacher can choose one of the following questions to ask students: 

- Can you tell me something about yourself? 

- Can you tell me something about your hometown? 

- Where do you live? / Where are you from? 

- Who do you live with? 

- How many people are there in your family? Who are they? 

- What kinds of food are popular in your country? 

- What type of food can you cook? 

- What do you usually do in your spare time? 

- What do you usually do on weekends? 

- What is your favourite subject? 

- Do you like travelling? Where do you want to travel? 

- How do you feel about shopping? What kind of clothes do you like? 

- What kind of music do you like? 

- What is the most popular sport in your country? 

- What is your favourite film? 

- How often do you watch TV? 

- What kind of TV programmes do you like to watch? 

2. Theme speaking 

TOPIC FOR ORAL TESTS 

 

UNIT 6: GLOBAL WARMING 

1. What is the global warming?  

2. Can you talk about the causes of global warming? 

3. What are effects of global warming? 

4. What are some possible solutions for global warming? 

UNIT 7: FURTHER EDUCATION 

1. What is further education? 

2. What can students do after leaving secondary school? 

3. In what way do academic courses help students? 



4. Why do some students prefer not to go to university immediately after leaving secondary school? 

5. What are some advantages of taking a gap year? 

UNIT 8: OUR WORLD HERITAGE SITES 

1. Can you name some world heritage sites? Have you ever been there? 

2. Describe  one of the world heritage site. 

3. What should people do to protect the world heritage sites? 

UNIT 9: CITIES OF THE FUTURE 

1. What do you think life will be like in the future? 

2. Describe about your ideal city in the future? 

You can talk about its means of transport, environmental conditions, energy sources, treatment of 

waste.. 

3.  How do you think an ideal city should be created: by upgrading an existing one or by building a 

completely new one from scratch? 

UNIT 10: HEALTHY LIFESTYLE AND LONGEVITY 

1. What is healthy lifestyle? 

2. What are the principles of staying healthy? 

3. Why do people practise yoga/ meditation or play sports? 

4. Do you know any ways to relieve stress and feel relaxed? 

ĐỀ CƯƠNG ÔN THI TIẾNG ANH HỌC KỲ II – TIẾNG ANH 11 
I. LANGUAGE 
1. Pronunciation: 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. round   B. ground   C. shout   D. touch  

2. A. bread   B. heat   C. peak   D. steal 
3. A. count   B. doubt   C. group   D. sound  
4. A. deal   B. teach   C. break   D. clean  
5. A. head   B. bean   C. meal   D. team  
6. A. drought   B. fought   C. brought   D. bought  
7. A. sound   B. touch   C. amount   D. account  

8. A. feat   B. great   C. seat    D. meat  
9. A. shoulder   B. announce   C. around   D. background 
10. A. laughter  B. caution   C. applause   D. autumn 
 
2. Grammar: 
2.1. Conditionals type 0, 1 
1. If anyone ____, ____ him I ____ back at 9 o'clock.  
A. calls / tell / will be     B. called / telling / would be  
C. is calling / tells / am    D. will call / to tell / am  
2. If she asks for money, I ____ her. 
A. will give   B. gave   C. would give   D. would have given  
3. If I ____ this exam, I'll go to the university next summer.  
A. pass   B. to pass   C. had passed   D. passed  
4. If someone ____ into the store, smile and say "May I help you?"  
A. comes   B. came   C. will come   D. would come  
5. If you ____ all of my questions, I ____ anything to help you.  
A. don't answer / can't do    B. didn't answer/ won't do  
C. wouldn't answer / can't do    D. wouldn't answer/ couldn't do  
6. Sarah will be very annoyed if Dave ____ her this evening.  

A. won't call   B. not call  C. doesn't call   D. will call  
7. If you like peace and quiet, ____ move to the town to live.  



A. you won't   B. you will   C. let's   D. don't  
8. If you go by air, it ____ you around two hours to get to Ho Chi Minh City from Ha Noi. 

A. would take   B. takes  C. took   D. spends  
9. If you need help, ____ me!  

A. will tell   B. let's tell   C. let tell  D. tell  
10. If unemployment is rising, people ____ to stay in their current jobs. 

A. tend   B. will tend   C. have tended   D . would tend  
2.2. Present perfect/ Present perfect continuous 
1. I ____ English for five years. I study it at school.  

A. have been learning  B. have learnt   C. learnt  D. am 
learning  
2. You can have your book back now. I ____ it. 

A. have been reading  B. have read   C. had read  D. read  
3. How many times ____ you ____ that international conference?  

A. did – attend  B. do - attend   C. have - been attending  D. have - 
attended  
4. Mum ____ all morning. She ____ lots of Christmas presents. 

A. has shopped/has bought     B. has been shopping/has bought  
C. has been shopping/has been buying   D. has shopped/has been buying 

5. Kevin ____ his homework, but he ____ it yet. 
A. has been doing/hasn't been finishing   B. has done/hasn't finished  
C. has been doing/hasn't finished    D. has done/hasn't been finishing  

6. Pete ____ at Midfield Secondary School since 2006, but he ____ music in his lessons twice.  
A. has been teaching/has only played   B. has been teaching/has only been playing  
C. has taught/has only been playing   D. has taught/has only played  

7.I ____ the latest Harry Potter book all day. I'm dying to know what happens in the end!  
A. am reading  B. have been reading   C. have read   D. had read  

8. Margaret ____ in the school marathon for charity before.  
A. has never run B. never runs   C. never ran  D. has never been running  

9. All the students ____ for their academic transcripts all this week, but they ____ them yet.  
A. have waited/haven't received    B. have been waiting/haven't received  
C. have waited/haven't been receiving  D. have been waiting/haven't been receiving  

10. I ____ for the information about the differences between further education and higher education all 
this morning.  

A. had searched B. have been searched  C. have been searching D. have searched  
 
3. Vocabulary: 
3.1. Wordform:  
1. You have to be highly ____ to do well in these subjects.  

A. competitive  B. competitor   C. competition  D. competed  
2. I wonder if you could tell me who was awarded the ____. 

A. scholar   B. scholastic   C. scholarship    D. scholarly 
3. This safe, ____ friendly city is like a paradise for its inhabitants who can enjoy the highest quality of life.  

A. environment  B. environmental  C. environmentally  D. environmentalist  
4. Whole grains are high in fiber and contain a variety of ____ that support healthy blood sugar levels.  

A. nutrition   B. nutrients   C. nutritionists  D. nutritious  
5. The acid in nonstick pans is associated with birth and developmental defects, ____ system problems, 
and cancer.  

A. immune   B. immunity   C. immunization  D. immunized  
6. In 1891, Marie Curie came to Paris and studied at the Sorbonne, a world ____ university in Paris at that 
time.  

A. fame   B. famously   C. famous   D. famousness  
7. He said their lives had changed a lot thanks to the knowledge their children brought home from high 
____ schools or colleges.  

A. technical   B. technicality  C. technically   D. technician  



8. After more than 900 years of existence, Van Mieu is an example of well-preserved ____ Vietnamese 
architecture.  

A. traditionalize  B. traditionally  C. traditionalist  D. traditional  
9. Modernizing _________ buildings can often do more harm than good.  

A. historic   B. historian   C. historically   D. historicity  
10. Hue, a World ____ Heritage by UNESCO in 1993, was founded by the Nguyen Dynasty.  

A. Cultural   B. Culturology  C. Culturally   D. Culture  
3.2. Collocations: 
1. If you need to ____ the teacher's attention, just put up your hand.  

A. attract   B. pay   C. take   D. pull  
5. They ____ sacrifices so that their only child could have a good education.  

A. made   B. did   C. provided   D. lent  
3. Thanks to the help of the teacher, she is_______encouraging progress in math. 

A. doing  B. making  C. checking  D. stopping 
4. If we didn’t_______any measures to protect whales, they would disappear forever. 

A. use   B. make  C. take   D. do 
5. She didn’t enjoy her first year at college because she failed to _______her new friends. 

A. come in for   B. look down on 
C. go down with  D. get on with 

6. Dr.Evans has_______a valuable contribution to the life of the school. 
A. done  B. created  C. caused  D. made 

7. You should study hard to______your classmates. 
A. catch sight of  B. feel like 
C. get in touch with  D. keep pace with 

8. The medical community continues to______progress in the fight against cancer. 
A. speed  B. make  C. do   D. take 

9. Toxic chemicals in the air and land have driven many species to the______of extinction. 
A. tip   B. edge  C. verge  D. border 

10. The players'protests______ no difference to the referee's decision at all 
A. did   B. made  C. caused  D. created 

 
3.3. Word choice: 
1. Leaving your DVD player on standby produces the same carbon ____ each year as the average person of 
Burundi.  

A. emissions   B. releases   C. eruptions   D. appearance  
2. The more ____ you have, the more chance you have of finding a better job. 

A. courses   B. contributions   C. qualifications   D. qualities  
3. Hugh is quite worried because he hasn't ____ for the end-of-term test.  

A. examined   B. researched   C. studied  D. read  
4. Although some of the structures are now ____, most of the significant existing monuments have been 
partially restored.  

A. in danger   B. at risk  C. in ruins   D. at war  
5. Local authorities should find ways to limit the use of private cars and encourage city ____ to use public 
transport. 

A. commuters   B. planners   C. dwellers   D. people  
6. The waste ____ system here is also innovative. There are no rubbish trucks or waste bins in the street. 

A. dump   B. disposal   C. landfill   D. throwaway 
7. Cities in poorer countries often lack basic ____. Without it, they are unable to function properly as cities. 
A. structure   B. construction   C. infrastructure   D. condition 
8. The greenhouse ____ takes place when certain gases in the atmosphere trap sun's heat.  

A emission   B. gas    C. effect  D. affect 
9. After ____, people feel more refreshed and alert.  

A. meditation   B. attention   C. determination  D. prescription  
10. Living to an average of 83 years old, Japan is the nation with the highest ____ in the world.  

A. lifetime   B. lifework   C. life force   D. life expectancy  



 
3.4. Phrasal verbs: 
1. We’d better stop soon. Otherwise, we’ll ____ of gas.  

A. run out   B. go off   C. get off   D. get on  
2. I can't cope well ____ all the homework I've got to do! 

A. on    B. of    C. about   D. with 
3. I’m ____ Tom’s address. Do you know it?  

A. looking on   B. finding out   C. looking for   D. getting for 
4. If we don’t do something now, the birds are going to ____ soon.  

A. die of   B. die with   C. die out   D. die on  
5. If you really want to lose weight, you need to ____ eating desserts.  

A. give away   B. give up   C. put off   D. take off  
6. I had to ____ her request for a loan. Her credit was just not good enough. 

A. turn on   B. turn off   C. turn down   D. turn into 
7. We’re not ready yet, we are going to have to ____ the meeting until next week.  

A. take off   B. put off   C. take on   D. go off  
8. My sister ____ my cats while I was away on vacation.  

A. looked after  B. looked for  C. looked at   D. looked on  
9. Our flight was delayed, but we finally ____ shortly after midnight.  

A. took off   B. took on   C. took up   D. put off 
10. After Joe’s mother died, he was ____ up by his grandmother.  

A. brought   B. taken   C. grown   D. drawn 
 
II. READING 
1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the blanks 
 

PREDICTIONS ABOUT THE CITIES OF THE FUTURE 
Cities are built to survive and prosper. Over the years, we have learned to transform our surroundings 
according to our needs. We have cut through mountains to make more land and created artificial islands to 
make skyscrapers. City planning, as (1) …………. organized profession, has existed for less than a century. 
However, a considerable amount of evidence (both archaeological and historical) proves the existence of 
fully planned cities in ancient times. Over the years, humans have (2) …………. some mistakes in terms of 
using an excessive amount of resources for cities. This gives rise to the question of how (3) …………. the 
cities of the future would be. We might be looking at smart cities in which street lights would only switch 
(4) …………. when you are close by and traffic light would be eliminated by smart driving. The cities of the 
future would try to save our resources rather than deplete them. 

1. A. a     B. the    C. an     D. no article  
2. A. done    B. made   C. created    D. had  
3. A. sustainably   B. sustain   C. sustainability   D. sustainable  
4. A. at    B. on    C. in    D. under  
2. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the following questions. 
 

Super Size Me is a 2004 film by Morgan Spurlock, in which he documents his experiment to eat 
only McDonald's fast food three times a day, every day, for thirty days.  

Spurlock made himself a short list of rules for the experiment, including an obligation to eat all of 
the three meals he ordered. He also had to “Super Size”, which means accepting a giant portion every 
time the option was offered to him. He ended up vomiting after the first Super Size meal he finished, after 
taking nearly twenty minutes to consume it.  

After five days Spurlock put on almost 5kg, and he soon found himself feeling depressed, with no 
energy. The only thing that got rid of his headaches and made him feel better was another McDonald's 
meal, so his doctors told him he was addicted. More seriously, around day twenty, he started 
experiencing heart palpitations and one of the doctors detected liver problems. However, in spite of his 



doctor's advice, Spurlock continued to the end of the month and achieved a total weight gain of 11kg. His 
body mass index also increased from a healthy 23.2 to an overweight 27.  

It took Spurlock fifteen months to recover from his experiment and return to his original weight, 
but the film also had a wider impact. Just after its showing in 2004, McDonald's phased out the Super Size 
option and healthier options like salads appeared on the menu. Unfortunately, McDonald's denied the 
connection between the film and the changes, but it is interesting to note how closely they coincided with 
the release of the film. 
1. Which of the following is the best title for the passage? 
A. An experiment with McDonald's fast food   B. Putting on weight due to eating fast food  
C. Connection between fast food and heart diseases  D. How fast food trigger liver damage  
2. Which of the following is TRUE about Morgan Spurlock? 
A. He had to eat Super Size meal once a week.  
B. He had to eat Super Size meal twice a day.  
C. He had to eat Super Size meal three times a week. 
D. He had to consume Super Size for three meals a day.  
3. In paragraph 2, the word “giant” is closest in meaning to ____. 
A. light   B. balanced   C. big    D. healthy 
4. The word “its” in paragraph 4 refers to ____. 
A. McDonald's  B. the experiment   C. the film Super Size Me  D. the menu  
 
III. WRITING 
Choose the underlined part among A, B, C, or D that needs correcting. 
1. She has recently been under the weather, has she? 
A. recently   B. been   C. under   D. has she 
2. Let’s go to the cinema to watch “End Game”, will you? 
A. will you   B. the   C. go   D. to watch 
3. Mary had to look after her younger brother when her parents are on business, hadn’t she? 
A. look after   B. hadn’t she    C. on business   D. when 
4. There is something wrong with the stove, isn’t it? 
A. isn’t it   B. with   C. is   D. wrong 
5. Joe Biden is the 46 President of the United States, is not he? 
A. the    B. is   C. is not   D. of 
6. I am not  getting better at this job, aren’t I? 
A. am not   B. better   C. at   D. I 
7. The students hasn’t done their homework yet, have the students?  
A. hasn’t   B. yet   C. the students   D. their 
8. Everyone on the board of directors agree with the planned merger, does he?  
A. on  B. does he   C. with   D. of 
9. Mss White thanked George on inviting her to his party. 
A. to  B. on inviting   C. to   D. her 
10. Kate apologized to her parents not for visiting them at that weekend. 
A. that  B. at   C. to   D. for not 
11. Jack warned me against play with the matches. 
A. warned  B. against    C. play   D. with 
12. David dreamed to become a rich man in the future.; 
A. dreamed  B. to become   C. a   D. in 
 
 WRITING (TỰ LUẬN) 
Part 1: Rewrite the following sentences into the reported speech, beginning as shown (0.5P). 
1. She said to me, “If I were a better cook, I would make dinner for you myself.” 
 She told…………………………………………………………………….. . 
2. Miriam said, “If we didn’t have birthdays, we would lose the chance to celebrate our friendships.” 
 Miriam said…………………………………………………………………….. . 
3. Anya said, “If I could have one wish for my birthday, I would wish for the trip around the world with a 
few close friends.” 



 Anya said …………………………………………………………………….. . 
4. My friend said to me, “If I won the lottery, I would donate all to the charity.” 
 My friend told …………………………………………………………………….. . 
5. She said, “ If I had his number, I could call him.” 
 She said  …………………………………………………………………….. . 
6. “I’ll help you with your physics exercise,” Peter said to Susan. 
---> Peter insisted ………………………………………………………… . 
7. “It was nice of you to help me. Thank you very much,” Tom said to me. 
---> Tom thanked ……………………………………………………………….. 
8. John said, “I heard you received the scholarship. Congratulations!” 
---> John congratulated……………………………………………………….. 
9. “Don’t stay at the near the airport,” Jeff said to Ann 
-> Jeff warned ……………………………………………………………………. 
10. “Stay here! I can’t let you go out tonight,” Jane’s mother said to her 
-> Jane’s mother prevented ……………………………………………………… 
 
Part 2: Write a paragraph (about 100-120 words) about benefits of meditation, using the following 

suggestions (1.0P) 
- feel completely at ease. 
- relieve stress 
- stay healthy and live longer 
……………………………………… 
 
Part 2: Write a paragraph (about 100-120 words) about how you take care of your body, using the 

following suggestions.(1.0P) 
- drink a lot of water 
- do exercise regularly 
- eat a wide variety of fruit and vegetables 
……………………………………… 
 
Part 2: Write a paragraph (about 100-120 words) about the way you often do to live longer, using 

the following suggestions.(1.0P) 
- eat more fruit and vegetables  
- eat less fatty foods and fast foods 
- spend more time outdoors 
……………………………………… 
 
Part 2: Write a paragraph (about 100-120 words) about your ideal city in the future, using the 

following suggestions.(1.0P) 
- have more parks  
- live in a healthy environment 
- means of transport run on alternative energy  
……………………………………… 
 
Part 2: Write a paragraph (about 100-120 words) about the factors that you should avoid to 
improve life expectancy , using the following suggestions.(1.0P) 
- not drink alcohols and soft drinks 
- not eat fast foods, cholesterol foods 
- not stay up late very often 
……………………………………… 
 


